Microgrids are small scale power systems with local resources for generation, consumption and storage, that can operate connected to the main grid or islanded. In such systems, optimal sizing of components is necessary to ensure secure and reliable energy supply to loads at the least cost. Sizing results are however dependent on the energy management strategy used for operating the system, especially when components with different dynamics are considered. Results are also impacted by uncertainty on load as well as renewable generation. In this paper, we propose a combined sizing and energy management methodology, formulated as a leaderfollower problem. The leader problem focuses on sizing and aims at selecting the optimal size for the microgrid components. It is solved using a genetic algorithm. The follower problem, i.e., the energy management issue, is formulated as a unit commitment problem and is solved with a mixed integer linear program. Uncertainties are considered using a form of robust optimization method. Several scenarios are modeled and compared in simulations to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, especially with respect to a simple rule-based strategy.
ance between generation and demand must be met in real-time.
99
This is especially a concern for small power systems such as an investment master problem and an operation subproblem.
268
The two problems are linked via the benders decomposition 
290
In addition to these, the load shedding and PV power cur-291 tailments resulting from sizing values are determined and 292 used to evaluate candidate solutions. 
PV panels

320
The output of the PV panels is calculated using [52, 11]:
where N PV is the number of panels, η PV is the panels efficiency, 
Battery
327
The state of the BSS is represented by its state-of-charge:
where η bat is the charging efficiency, P ch (t) is charging power,
328
P disch (t) is the discharging power, ∆t is the sampling time, and 329 C bat is the capacity of the battery pack. 
Electrolyzer
331
Electrolyzers are used to produce hydrogen (H 2 ) from electricity. The characteristic of the electrolyzer can be described as follows [53, 54] : The production rate of hydrogen of the electrolyzer is then given by Faraday's law:
where F is the Faraday constant, and I el is the current in the electrolyzer. η F is Faraday's efficiency, which provides a relation between the actual production rate of hydrogen and its theoretical value, namely:
where f 1 and f 2 are empirical coefficients.
337
Using the above equations, an equation relating P el (t) anḋ n H 2 el (t) is obtained, in the form of:
where f (.) is a nonlinear function. Due to constraints described in Section 3, this function is linearized, such that:
where k el is a constant. The linearization is done via a linear Fuel cells consume H 2 and oxygen to produce electricity and water [10, 11, 12, 55] . A simple electrical model is used to describe the characteristic voltage curve of the FC [55] :
where V f c is the voltage of the FC, E OC is the open-circuit volt-342 age of one cell, i f c (t) is the current density in one cell, N f c is the 343 number of cells, and r f c , s, a, and m are empirical coefficients.
344
The hydrogen consumption of the FC depends on its current and is given by:ṅ
where U is the utilization efficiency of hydrogen by the fuel 345 cell.
346
As for the electrolyzer, the model is linearized to obtain:
where k f c is a constant. The maximum value of P f c is noted
Hydrogen tank
Hydrogen tanks are used to store the hydrogen produced by the electrolyzer. The stored hydrogen is then supplied to the FC to generate electricity. Similarly to the BSS, a quantity named level of hydrogen (LOH) is used to represent the state of the tank:
Then, using the ideal gas law (PV = nRT ), the volume of the In order to achieve economically efficient operation, the utilization cost of the BSS and the HSS need to be quantified and minimized over a given time horizon [9, 56, 48] . For the BSS, aging is a major concern that limits the lifetime of the device. As a consequence, the investment cost and the degradation of the BSS have to be taken int account in the operation cost. The utilization cost for charge and discharge are then implemented as follows [56] :
where C inv bat is the investment cost for the BSS, and N bat,cyc the 369 number of cycles over its lifetime.
370
For the HSS, the O&M and the startup costs must also be considered. The utilization cost of the electrolyzer and the FC can be computed as follows [56] : 
Based on the previous cost functions, the total operation cost function for the entire microgrid, over a time horizon of T hor steps, can be built:
where P LS (t) is the shed load, P curt (t) is the curtailed PV output, 
Constraints
380
The operation of the various components is subject to several constraints, as is the islanded operation of the system. In the following equations, i = {ele, f c} and j = {ele, f c, ch, disch}. First, all component outputs have to be between their minimum and maximum values:
In order to consider the status of each device (on or off), the above equation becomes:
Due to linearity constraints, this equation can then in turn be transformed into the following two inequalities:
Another constraint is that the electrolyzer and the FC should not be working at the same time, i.e., the HSS is either charging or discharging:
A similar constraint is used for the BSS:
The SOC and LOH constraints also have to be verified:
Then, equation (16) can be rewritten as:
From [59], the above nonlinear equation can be transformed 381 into the following linear constraints:
Finally, as the system is islanded, the balance between generation and demand has to be met at all time steps, so:
Problem formulation 383
Using the above cost function and constraints, the microgrid UC problem can be summarized as follows, where S is the set of variables:
Sizing algorithm
384
The scheduling strategy presented in the previous section re- The sizing problem aims at finding the optimal size of the PV,
393
BSS, electrolyzer and FC components to achieve the most cost-394 effective solution over a given time period. Let N PV ∈ N PV ,
sent the whole set, namely, U = N PV ∪ C bat ∪ V H 2 ∪ P el ∪ P fc ,
397
and U ∈ U.
398
The problem can then be formulated as a leader-follower problem [60] . The leader problem (the sizing problem) is as follows: min
where F(.) is a function representing the total cost of the system 399 over the simulation duration.
400
The follower problem (the scheduling problem), is defined as: min To obtain a valid estimate of the actual cost of the system, operation cost is insufficient as capital and maintenance costs must also be considered [15, 48, 18] . In order to convert the initial capital cost to an annual capital cost, the capital recovery factor (CRF) is used [15] :
where r is the real interest rate and n inv is the expected life span 409 of the microgrid.
410
The total capital cost corresponds to the cost of buying the equipment, given by: Similarly, the annual maintenance cost is given by:
where C mnt variables represent the annual maintenance costs of 
417
The fitness function of the leader problem is thus the total cost function F(.) given by:
Finally, the overall problem can be formulated as:
Simulation process 419
In order to obtain the optimal sizing for the system, the 
428
The simulation process is shown in Fig. 3 
Simulation results
445
In order to validate the sizing methodology, we run several 446 simulation cases. 
451
Input data profiles for solar radiation and load (Fig. 4) for S OC ini , LOH ini , α and β, and one of the two load profiles.
468
Case assumptions are summarized in the BSS was used to supply the load (due to its cheaper cost).
558
As expected, the algorithm choses the most economical way to 559 operate the system. 
616
In order to adjust sizing results, the difference between PV 617 output and load demand is computed and shown in Fig. 20 .
618
Then we adopt the maximum shortage value (i.e., the minimum 619 value in Fig. 20) as the capacity of fuel cell, and the maximum 620 surplus value (i.e., the maximum value in Fig. 20 are then obtained with P PV (t) = P PV (t) ± P PV (t) · Er PV and 639 P load (t) = P load (t) ± P load (t) · Er load . PV output is equal to the upper bound value, and load is equal and load is the lowest), the opposite is used.
647
Values for P PV (t) minus P load (t) are shown in Fig. 23 
Conclusion
658
In this paper, we present a methodology to determine the 
